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1. Background
Mapmaking in the cosmic microwave background (CMB) context refers to the process of
reducing a set of instrumental observations of the microwave sky into maps or other sky representations. The sky representations are further processed to extract information about the structure
of anisotropies present in the microwave background. CMB mapmaking distinguishes itself from
other astrophysical imaging by having
• a wide field of view (from tens of square degrees to full sky)

• wide bandpass (order of 10 % of the center frequency)
• small number of detectors or pixels (from a few to a few thousand)
• scientific signal at best 10 % of the foreground anisotropy (kinematic dipole vs. primary
anisotropy) and only 1/100 000 of the background (monopole vs. primary anisotropy)
• significant noise autocorrelations
Because of the above characteristics, mapmakers are very concerned about extracting the maximal information content out of the observations. Both beam and bandpass effects would require
their own treatments to be exhaustive so in this text we will focus on the optimal treatment of
correlated instrumental noise.
We recognize two main classes of instrumental noise correlations: low and high frequency.
The division is somewhat arbitrary but one can consider the sky signal to manifest in the detector
streams at a certain frequency band, say between 10 mHz and 10 Hz. Noise power below this band
is “low frequency” and noise above this frequency is “high frequency”. These numbers are just
orders of magnitudes and are affected by the scanning frequency and the width of the instrumental
beam. Low frequency noise correlations are driven by the electronic amplification of the signal and
usually fit well the 1/ f noise model:
 α
f
P( f ) ∝
,
(1.1)
fk
where the noise power spectral density, P, is a function of frequency, knee frequency and slope
( f , fk and α respectively). Barring any harmonics from the electronics and cooling systems, the
instrumental noise spectrum at high frequency is close to flat (white). For most radiometer detectors
this means that the overall noise spectrum is well characterized by

 α 
σ2
f
P( f ) =
1+
,
(1.2)
fs
fk
where σ is the white noise standard deviation and fs is the sampling frequency.
Some detector technologies introduce a lag in the detector response. In bolometers, incident
radiation heats up the target and depending of the amount of absorbed intensity, it takes a while for
the heat to dissipate. It is possible to measure and correct for such effects but it comes at a cost.
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• wide instrumental beam (from few to several tens of arc minutes)
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Because of the bolometer response deconvolution, bolometer noise spectra can have high frequency
features that do not fit the simple 1/ f noise model. Examples of radiometer and bolometer noise
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when we crossed for the Galactic centre at 857 GHz for the first
time, see Sections 3.2 and 3.3).
Examples of cleaned TOIs produced are shown in Fig. 19.
The pipeline also produces TOI in which the ring average signal has been removed (see Fig. 20). This provides the basis for
estimating the noise as detailed in the next section.

In this section, we investigate the statistical properties of the detector noise timelines from flight data, both on raw and clean
TOIs. Ground based measurement give only approximate indications of the noise characteristics as many features (e.g., long
term drifts, microphonic noise) depend on the satellite environment and the instrument settings in-flight. The difficulty in interpreting flight data is to estimate the noise properties in the
presence of signal, which is the goal of the approach described
below.
Figure 1: Example radiometer (left) and bolometer (right) noise spectra from [1] and [2] respectively.
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5. Detector Noise estimation
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where we have written N = hn nT i for the zero mean noise covariance matrix.
In practice, explicitly evaluating Eq. (2.2) is often impossible due to the large dimensions of P
e is gradually refined through conjugate gradient iteration until the residual in
and N. Instead, m
e = PT N−1 y
PT N−1 P m

(2.3)

is reduced to acceptable level. The virtue of Eq. (2.3) is that the large matrices need not be evaluated
explicitly but it suffices to have them act on vectors. Furthermore, assuming noise to be piece-wise
stationary and the stationary intervals uncorrelated allows multiplications by N−1 to be carried
out in O(n log n) time by performing them in Fourier domain. The δ -function approximation to
pointing makes applications of P linear.

3. The Spectrum of Methods
The maximum likelihood equation, Eq. (2.2) defines a linear mapmaking operator,
−1 T −1
M(P, N) = PT N−1 P
P N

(3.1)

that transforms noisy observations into an estimate of the sky. Most approaches to mapmaking can
be viewed as variations of this operator. We have made this explicit by writing M to be a function
of the pointing matrix, P, and the noise model, N.
When noise is sufficiently white, it can be approximated by a diagonal covariance matrix,
N ≈ Nw . This greatly simplifies the evaluation of the maximum likelihood map, effectively removing the need to iterate the map estimate. An important variation of this simple binning is a case
where noise can be high-pass filtered to meet the approximation. Application of such filter will
have an impact on signal and it is important to characterize and propagate these effects, typically
through Monte Carlo simulations that are very efficient to perform when the mapmaking operator
has diagonal noise covariance.
When deviations from white noise spectrum occur only at low frequency, they translate into
a slowly varying noise offset in the time streams. If we model the slowly varying component as
a step function, we can solve for the step offset values (baselines) much like the pixels in our sky
representation. In this destriping approach [3], noise is still white, N ≈ Nw , but we have modified
4
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the instrumental response into the sky representation. For example, modeling the beam response as
a δ -function in P yields a smoothed sky representation that is convolved with the effective instrumental beam. For most analysis this is entirely acceptable as long as the effect is well quantified.
The bandpass effects are equally disregarded in most mapmaking by only considering detectors
that have similar bandpasses.
In what follows we will take P to be a simple pixelized pointing matrix where the signal part
of a sample is just the corresponding pixel value. In case of polarized detectors, the signal is a
linear combination of the intensity and polarization pixel values.
Provided that the noise part, n, can be modeled as Gaussian (typically an excellent approximation), one can solve for a maximum likelihood estimator [6] for m:
−1 T −1
e = PT N−1 P
m
P N y,
(2.2)
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Ca := haaT i.

(3.2)

Now the general noise covariance matrix is not approximated as diagonal. Rather, we prune out
the degrees of freedom from the matrix that are not needed to describe the noise:
N ≈ F Ca FT + Nw .

(3.3)

Again, it is possible to solve for the maximum likelihood map directly from Eq. (2.3) but it is often
simpler to solve for the baseline vector, a, subtract the baselines and use trivial binning to map the
signal and whitened noise. It has become customary to call destriping with prior noise information
generalized destriping [4].
The varying levels of approximations define a spectrum of mapmaking algorithms:
Signal
Noise

Binning
Pm
Nw

Destriping
Pm+Fa
Nw

Generalized destriping
Pm
F Ca FT + Nw

General Least Squares
Pm
N

Table 1: Mapmaking approximations

4. Signal Processing Analogy
Destriping, the process of fitting and subtracting baseline offsets, can be considered high pass
filtering of the data. When applied to frequencies without signal content (or to a noise only simulation) the analogy works very well. In this case, standard destriping is equivalent to subtracting
a running average from the data. In the Fourier domain this corresponds to convolving the signal
with a filter:

2
sin2 (π f tbase )
H( f ) = 1 −
,
(4.1)
(π f tbase )2
where tbase is the step (baseline) length in seconds. When signal is present, the destriping formulation attempts to apply the above filter only to the noise component of the data. The solution then
relies on the constant nature of the sky signal: the part of the observations that varies between
samples of the same pixel is noise. There are obvious problems associated with this differentiation: some of the sky signals do change over time, even quite rapidly. The most most prominent
examples are distant quasars that can double in intensity over the course of just days. Depending
5
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the pointing matrix to include scanning of these offset values: P m is replaced by P m + F a in the
signal model. The additional signal-like component, F a is composed of the step amplitudes, a, and
a baseline pointing matrix, F, that scans the amplitudes into a full time domain vector. It is possible
to extend the maximum likelihood formalism by defining an extended pointing matrix, P∗ := [P, F]
leading to the same form as in Eq. (2.3) but it is more convenient to solve and remove the baseline
offsets from the observations and treat the rest of the problem as having just white noise.
Treating the baseline offsets like signal enables us to write the mapmaking equation without
any prior knowledge of the baseline distribution. However, if noise estimates are available, it is
possible to derive a prior baseline distribution in the form of a baseline-baseline covariance matrix:
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on the pixel and beam size, samples assigned to the same pixels can also contain traces of signal
gradients. For best results, it is customary to exclude from the baseline solution regions of the sky
where above problems are likely to interfere.
Another aspect of the above filtering is that it does not differentiate between correlated noise
and white noise. If applied to instrument noise spectrum that is predominantly flat (white), the filter
still suppresses power below the baseline frequency,
fbase =

1
tbase

(4.2)

.

H( f ) =

Pw2

[Pw + Pc ( f )]2

(4.3)

,
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Filtering white noise is somewhat of a subtle matter. While it obviously suppresses power in the
Fourier domain, it makes the noise have correlations. When the filtered noise is projected onto
a map the usual expectation of samples averaging to zero is inhibited. The details depend on
the scanning strategy and it is difficult to give general results beyond the correlation argument.
Nevertheless, destriping white noise is an example of a situation where the high pass filtering
analogy breaks down.
Generalized destriping applies a different kind of filter to the data. It explicitly differentiates
between white and correlated noise. Asymptotically (at the limit of short baselines and infinite
observations), the generalized filter is

where it is assumed that the total noise spectrum is a sum of the white and correlated noise compo1
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paths: leave the high frequency correlations untreated and simply characterize the residual (e.q.
through simulations) or apply the optimal GLS method.
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